Academic freedom see EDUCATION - academic freedom
Acoustics see SCIENCE - acoustics
Adults see EDUCATION - adults
AGRICULTURE - apples see AGRICULTURE - fruit
AGRICULTURE - cooperative societies
Advertising see COMMERCE - advertising
AGRICULTURE - dairy farming
AGRICULTURE - fruit see AGRICULTURE - apples (etc.)
AGRICULTURE - grain trade see COMMERCE - grain trade
AGRICULTURE - hops
AGRICULTURE - reclamation of land
AGRICULTURE - reindeer
AGRICULTURE - trade and professional associations
AGRICULTURE - truck farming
AGRICULTURE - wheat
Air and water pollution see POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - air and water pollution
Air travel see TRAVEL - air travel
Airships see TRAVEL - airships
American Revolution, 1776-1783 see WAR - American Revolution, 1776-1783
Anthropology see EDUCATION - anthropology; SCIENCE - anthropology
Apples see AGRICULTURE - apples
Archaeology see SCIENCE - archaeology
Architecture see Art - visual art - architecture
Arithmetic see EDUCATION - mathematics
Art - Performing Art
Art - Performing Art - Dance
Art - Performing Art - Music
Art - Performing Art - Opera
Art - Performing Art - Theatre
Art - Visual Art
Art - Visual Art - Afro-American
Art - Visual Art - Indian
Art - Visual Art - Architecture
Art - Visual Art - Ceramics
Art - Visual Art - Collectors and Collecting
Art - Visual Art - Crafts
Art - Visual Art - Design
Art - Visual Art - Films
Art - Visual Art - Landscape Design
Art - Visual Art - Museums-Galleries
Art - Visual Art - Painting
Art - Visual Art - Photography
Art - Visual Art - Prints
Art - Visual Art - Sculpture
Art - Visual Art - Video Tapes
Asphalt see INDUSTRY - asphalt
Athletics see POPULATION - recreation - athletics
Automation see SCIENCE - automation
Banking see COMMERCE - banking
Baptists see RELIGION - Baptists
Biography see: SCIENCE - historiography
Botany see: SCIENCE - botany
Boundaries see: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - boundaries
Buddhism see: RELIGION - Buddhism
Building and loan associations see: COMMERCE - building and loan associations

Camouflage see: WAR - military science - camouflage
Canning and preserving see: INDUSTRY - canning and preserving
Catholic Church see: RELIGION - Catholicism
Cattle trade see: COMMERCE - cattle trade
Census see: POPULATION - census
Chemical engineering see: INDUSTRY - engineering, chemical
Chemistry see: SCIENCE - chemistry
Chinese see: POPULATION - Chinese
Civic organizations see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civic organizations
Civil engineering see: SCIENCE - engineering, civil; INDUSTRY - civil engineering
Civil liberties see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civil liberties
Civil rights see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civil rights
Civilian defense see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civilian defense
Coal mines and mining sa: LABOR RELATIONS - mines and mining;
INDUSTRY - coal mines & mining
Collective bargaining see: LABOR RELATIONS - collective bargaining
COMMERCE - advertising
COMMERCE - air transportation
COMMERCE - banking
COMMERCE - building and loan associations
COMMERCE - cattle trade
COMMERCE - coal trade
COMMERCE - collectors and collecting - manuscripts
COMMERCE - communication - radio/television
COMMERCE - communication - transatlantic cable
COMMERCE - cooperative societies
COMMERCE - fairs
COMMERCE - fishery law and legislation
COMMERCE - fraternal organizations sa: POPULATION - friendly societies
COMMERCE - fruit
COMMERCE - funeral business and burials - Washington
COMMERCE - fur trade
COMMERCE - grain trade
COMMERCE - grocery business
COMMERCE - hardware business
COMMERCE - highways and highway freight
COMMERCE - hotels, motels, apartment houses
COMMERCE - insurance
COMMERCE - jewelry - Washington - Seattle
.COMMERCE - law
COMMERCE - medicines, patent, proprietary
COMMERCE - philanthropy
COMMERCE - planning - Pacific Northwest
COMMERCE - postal service
COMMERCE - railroads
COMMERCE - restaurants
COMMERCE - real estate
COMMERCE - recreation - Washington
COMMERCE - retail trade
COMMERCE - shipping
COMMERCE - shipping - harbors and waterways
COMMERCE - shipping - safety measures
COMMERCE - Siberian Peninsula
COMMERCE - surveying see: TRAVEL - explorers and explorations
COMMERCE - tourism see: COMMERCE - advertising
COMMERCE - trade and professional associations
COMMERCE - wholesale trade
Communication see: COMMERCE - communication
Congregational Church see: RELIGION - Congregationalism
Conservation of natural resources see:
   AGRICULTURE - reclamation of land (for agricultural application)
   INDUSTRY - forests - conservation (for private efforts)
   INDUSTRY - water resources - conservation
   SCIENCE - flood control (for writing on theory and practice)
   POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - natural resources (govt and private)
   SCIENCE - reclamation of land (for theory and practice)
Construction see: INDUSTRY - construction
Cooperative societies see:
   AGRICULTURE - cooperative societies
   COMMERCE - cooperative societies
   INDUSTRY - cooperative societies
Copper mines and mining see: INDUSTRY - copper mines and mining
Crime and criminals see: POPULATION - crime and criminals
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Dairy farming see: AGRICULTURE - dairy farming
Dentistry see: EDUCATION - dentistry; SCIENCE - dentistry
Discrimination in employment see: LABOR RELATIONS - discrimination
Drama see: LITERATURE - drama
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Earthquakes see: SCIENCE - earthquakes
Economics see: EDUCATION - economics; SCIENCE - economics
EDUCATION - academic freedom
EDUCATION - adults see: EDUCATION - vocational education
EDUCATION - anthropology see: SCIENCE - anthropology
EDUCATION - botany
EDUCATION - colleges and universities
EDUCATION - conservation
EDUCATION - dentistry see: SCIENCE - dentistry
EDUCATION - discrimination
EDUCATION - elementary
EDUCATION - economics
EDUCATION - engineering
EDUCATION - engineering, civil
EDUCATION - engineering, mining
EDUCATION - English language, US
EDUCATION - foreign language
EDUCATION - forestry
EDUCATION - history see: SCIENCE - historiography
EDUCATION - history - medieval
EDUCATION - libraries and librarianship
EDUCATION - mathematics
EDUCATION - medieval literature
EDUCATION - music
EDUCATION - physics
EDUCATION - political science
EDUCATION - preschool
EDUCATION - psychology
EDUCATION - religion
EDUCATION - romance languages
EDUCATION - science
EDUCATION - societies, etc.
EDUCATION - student organizations
EDUCATION - theatre
EDUCATION - vocational education  see: EDUCATION - adult
Educational associations  see: COMMERCE - trade and professional associations
Electric power  see: INDUSTRY - electric power
Electrical engineering  see: INDUSTRY - engineering, electrical
Emigration and immigration  see: POPULATION - emigration and etc.
Emigration and immigration law  see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - emig. & immig. law
Engineering  see: EDUCATION - engineering; INDUSTRY - engineering; SCIENCE - engineering
Engineering, chemical  see: INDUSTRY - engineering, chemical
Engineering, civil  see: INDUSTRY - engineering, civil
Eskimos  see: POPULATION - Eskimos
Evacuation of Japanese  see: WAR - World War, 1939-45
Explorers and explorations  see: TRAVEL - explorers and explorations
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Fairs  see: COMMERCE - fairs
Fiction  see: LITERATURE - fiction
Filipinos  see: POPULATION - Filipinos
Finns  see: POPULATION - Finns
Firearms  see: SCIENCE - firearms
Fisheries  see:
  INDUSTRY - fisheries
  LABOR RELATIONS - fisheries
  SCIENCE - fisheries
Fishery law and legislation  see: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - fishery law and legislation
Flood control  see: SCIENCE - natural resources - flood control
Forest products industry  see: INDUSTRY - forests; LABOR RELATIONS - forest industries
Forestry  see: SCIENCE - forestry
Frontier and pioneer life  see: POPULATION - frontier and pioneer life
Fruit  see: AGRICULTURE - fruit
Fur trade  see: COMMERCE - fur trade
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Geology  see: SCIENCE - geology
Germans  see: POPULATION - Germans
Gold mines and mining  see: INDUSTRY - gold mines and mining
Grain trade  see: COMMERCE - grain trade
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - fishery law and legislation
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - maritime law
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - treaties
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - USSR Revolution (1917-21)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - United Nations
Inventions see: INDUSTRY - inventions

Japanese see: POPULATION - Japanese
Journalism see: LITERATURE - journalism


LABOR RELATIONS - discrimination in employment
LABOR RELATIONS - education
LABOR RELATIONS - fisheries
LABOR RELATIONS - forest industries
LABOR RELATIONS - higher education
LABOR RELATIONS - iron and steel workers
LABOR RELATIONS - law and legislation
LABOR RELATIONS - maritime trades
LABOR RELATIONS - metal trades
LABOR RELATIONS - migrant labor
LABOR RELATIONS - mines and mining
LABOR RELATIONS - newspapers
LABOR RELATIONS - nurses and nursing
LABOR RELATIONS - pensions
LABOR RELATIONS - shipping
Landscape architecture see: Art - landscape architecture
Language and languages see: EDUCATION - language; SCIENCE - language
Law see: COMMERCE - law
Librarianship see: EDUCATION - librarianship; SCIENCE - librarianship
Linguistics see: SCIENCE - language and languages
Literary criticism and research see: SCIENCE - literary criticism, etc.
Literary societies see: LITERATURE - societies, etc.
LITERATURE
LITERATURE - autobiography
LITERATURE - awards, foundations, etc.
LITERATURE - biography see: SCIENCE - historiography
LITERATURE - children's literature
LITERATURE - criticism and research see: SCIENCE - criticism, etc.
LITERATURE - drama
LITERATURE - fiction
LITERATURE - history see: SCIENCE - historiography
LITERATURE - Icelandic
LITERATURE - Japanese (language)
LITERATURE - journalism
LITERATURE - Mohammedan
LITERATURE - non-fiction
LITERATURE - Norwegian
LITERATURE - Pacific Northwest
LITERATURE - poets and poetry
LITERATURE - prose
LITERATURE - religious literature
LITERATURE - societies, etc.
LITERATURE - Swedish
LITERATURE - Swedish-American literature
Lutheran Church see: RELIGION - Lutherans

Maritime law see: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - maritime law
Massage see: SCIENCE - massage
Mathematics see: EDUCATION - mathematics
Medicine see: SCIENCE - medicine
Medieval history see: SCIENCE - historiography - medieval
Meteorology see: SCIENCE - meteorology
Methodist Church see: RELIGION - Methodist Church
Migrant labor see: LABOR RELATIONS - migrant labor
Military science see: WAR - military science - camouflage
Mines and mining see: INDUSTRY - mines and mining; LABOR RELATIONS - m&m
Mining engineering see: INDUSTRY - engineering, mining; SCIENCE, etc.
Missionaries see: RELIGION - missionaries
Mormons and Mormonism see: RELIGION - Mormonism
Mountaineering see: POPULATION - recreation - mountaineering
Municipal engineering see: INDUSTRY - engineering, civil; SCIENCE, etc.
Music see: ART - Music
Music clubs see: ART - music clubs

Natural resources, conservation of see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - nat. res.
Navigation see: COMMERCE - shipping
Negroes see: POPULATION - Afro-Americans
Newspaper publishing see: INDUSTRY - newspaper publishing
Newspapers see: LABOR RELATIONS - newspapers
Norwegians see: POPULATION - Norwegians
Nurses and nursing see: LABOR RELATIONS - nurses and nursing; SCIENCE

Ornithology see: SCIENCE - ornithology
Overland journeys to the Pacific see: TRAVEL - overland journeys, etc.
Oysters see: INDUSTRY - oysters

Patents see: INDUSTRY - inventions
Pensions see: LABOR RELATIONS - pensions
Petroleum see: INDUSTRY - petroleum
Pharmacology see: SCIENCE - pharmacology
Phenology see: SCIENCE - phenology
Philippine Insurrection, 1899-1901 see: WAR - Philippine Insurrection
Philology see: SCIENCE - philology
Photography see: ART - photography
Physics see: SCIENCE - physics
Poetry see: LITERATURE - poets and poetry
Political science see: SCIENCE - political science
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - air and water pollution
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civic organizations
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civil rights sa: POPULATION - race relations
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civilian defense
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - elections - Washington - King County
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - emigration and immigration law
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - health affairs planning
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - initiatives and referenda
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - international
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - left wing
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - national defense
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - natural resources
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - natural resources - Washington
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - pacifism
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - prohibition
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - public administration (race relations)
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - Reconstruction (US 1863-1877)
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - right wing
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - social welfare
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - taxation
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - urban and regional planning
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - women
POPULATION - Afro-Americans
POPULATION - Afro-Americans - slavery
POPULATION - census
POPULATION - Chinese
POPULATION - Chinese-Americans
POPULATION - crime and criminals
POPULATION - elderly
POPULATION - emigration and immigration
POPULATION - Eskimos
POPULATION - family history
POPULATION - Filipinos
POPULATION - Finns
POPULATION - friendly societies
POPULATION - frontier and pioneer life
POPULATION - Germans
POPULATION - housing
POPULATION - Indians
POPULATION - Jewish-Americans
POPULATION - Jewish-Americans - Sephardim
POPULATION - Norwegians
POPULATION - race relations sa: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - civil rights
POPULATION - recreation
POPULATION - recreation - athletics
POPULATION - recreation - mountaineering
POPULATION - recreation - parks
POPULATION - retarded
POPULATION - Russians
POPULATION - sexual minorities
POPULATION - Swedes
POPULATION - Swedish-Americans
POPULATION - unemployed
POPULATION - vital statistics
POPULATION - wildlife
Postal Service see: COMMERCE - postal service
Presbyterian Church see: RELIGION - Presbyterianism
Prohibition see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - prohibition
Psychology see: SCIENCE - psychology
Public Administration see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - public administration
Public welfare see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - public welfare
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Race relations see: POPULATION - race relations
Railroads see: COMMERCE - railroad transportation; INDUSTRY - railroads
Real estate see: COMMERCE - real estate
Reclamation of land see: AGRICULTURE - reclamation of land; SCIENCE
Recreation see: COMMERCE - recreation; POPULATION - recreation
RELIGION
RELIGION - Baptist
RELIGION - Buddhist
RELIGION - Christian Science
RELIGION - Congregationalist
RELIGION - convents
RELIGION - Episcopalian
RELIGION - Jews
RELIGION - Lutheran
RELIGION - Methodist
RELIGION - Methodist-Episcopalian
RELIGION - missionaries - Catholic
RELIGION - missionaries - Episcopalian
RELIGION - Mohammedan
RELIGION - Mormon
RELIGION - Presbyterian
RELIGION - theory
RELIGION - Unitarian
Retail trade see: COMMERCE - retail trade
Romance languages see: EDUCATION - Romance languages
Russia, 1917 see: USSR subdivision under relevant subjects
Russians see: POPULATION - Russians
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Safety measures see: COMMERCE - shipping - safety measures
SCIENCE - acoustics
SCIENCE - anthropology sa: EDUCATION - anthropology
SCIENCE - archaeology
SCIENCE - archival management - US
SCIENCE - astrology
SCIENCE - automation
SCIENCE - botany
SCIENCE - chemistry
SCIENCE - cookery
SCIENCE - dentistry sa: SCIENCE - medicine; EDUCATION - dentistry
SCIENCE - earthquakes
SCIENCE - economics
SCIENCE - education
SCIENCE - engineering
SCIENCE - engineering, civil
SCIENCE - engineering, electrical
SCIENCE - engineering, mining
SCIENCE - firearms
SCIENCE - fisheries
SCIENCE - forestry
SCIENCE - geology
SCIENCE - historiography see: EDUCATION - history
SCIENCE - librarianship
SCIENCE - linguistics
SCIENCE - literary criticism and research
SCIENCE - massage
SCIENCE - medicine see: SCIENCE - dentistry
SCIENCE - medicine - hospitals - Washington
SCIENCE - meteorology
SCIENCE - mines and mining
SCIENCE - municipal engineering see: SCIENCE - engineering, civil
SCIENCE - natural history
SCIENCE - natural resources - flood control
SCIENCE - natural resources - reclamation of land
SCIENCE - nurses and nursing
SCIENCE - nutrition
SCIENCE - oceanography
SCIENCE - ornithology
SCIENCE - pharmacology
SCIENCE - phenology
SCIENCE - philology
SCIENCE - physics
SCIENCE - political science
SCIENCE - psychology
SCIENCE - seismology
SCIENCE - zoology
Seismology see: SCIENCE - seismology
Seismometry see: SCIENCE - seismology
Sheet metal see: INDUSTRY - sheet metal
Shipbuilding see: INDUSTRY - shipbuilding
Shipping see: COMMERCE - shipping; LABOR RELATIONS - shipping
Slavery see: POPULATION - Afro-Americans - slavery
Social welfare see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - social welfare
Societies - educational see: EDUCATION - societies, etc.
Spanish-American War, 1898 see: WAR - Spanish-American War, 1898
Steel see: INDUSTRY - steel
Street railroads see: INDUSTRY - street railroads
Surveying see: COMMERCE - surveying
Swedes see: POPULATION - Swedes
Swedish-American literature see: LITERATURE - Swedish-American literature
Swedish-Americans see: POPULATION - Swedish-Americans
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Taxation see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - taxation
Telegraph see: INDUSTRY - telegraph
Temperance see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - prohibition
Theatre see: ART - theatre
Trade and professional associations see: COMMERCE - trade and prof. assoc.
Transatlantic cable see: COMMERCE - communication - transatlantic cable
TRAVEL - air travel
TRAVEL - explorers and exploration - 18th century
TRAVEL - Mexico
TRAVEL - overland journeys to the Pacific (19th century)
TRAVEL - USSR
TRAVEL - voyages around the world
TRAVEL - voyages to the Pacific Coast (19th century)
Treaties see: POPULATION - Indians - treaties; INTERNATIONAL REL. - treaties
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Underground movements see: WAR - World War, 1939-45 - underground mvmnts.
Unemployed see: POPULATION - unemployed
Unitarian Church see: RELIGION - Unitarianism
US boundaries see: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS - boundaries - US
US Civil War, 1861-65 see: WAR - Civil War - US, 1861-65
Urban planning see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - urban planning
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Vocational education see: EDUCATION - vocational education
Voyages around the world see: TRAVEL - voyages around the world
Voyages to the Pacific Coast see: TRAVEL - voyages to the Pac. Coast
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WAR - American Revolution, 1776-83
WAR - Civil War, US, 1861-65
WAR - Korean War, 1950-53
WAR - Mexican, 1845-48
WAR - military science - camouflage
WAR - Philippine Insurrection, 1899-1901
WAR - Spanish-American War, 1898
WAR - US - Indian Wars
WAR - Vietnam Conflict, 1961-75
WAR - World War I, 1914-18
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - evacuation of Japanese
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - Holocaust
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - Pacific Theatre
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - propaganda
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - underground movements
WAR - World War II, 1939-45 - war crime
War crime trials see: WAR - World War, 1939-45, war crimes trials
Water resources see: INDUSTRY - water resources
Waterways see: COMMERCE - shipping - harbors and waterways
Wheat see: AGRICULTURE - wheat
Woman suffrage see: POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - woman suffrage
World War, 1914-18 see: WAR - World War, 1914-18
World War, 1939-45 see: WAR - World War, 1939-45
Zoology see: SCIENCE - zoology